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President’s Page
by Ron Hardy, ABR, SRS, MRP, CSP, 2016 President, SVAR

It seems like we just kicked off 2016—
and yet 75% of it will be complete by the
end of September.
Quite a bit has been accomplished
through the united effort of your Board
of Directors, members and Affiliates
working together, and a special thank
you goes to many of the brokers who
stepped forward and have been generous
with contributions on our special
projects and our first Charity Golf
Tournament. The latter will continue to
be an annual event benefitting Homes
for Our Troops, as long as there are
disabled veterans in need of a modified
home to make their lives a little easier.
Technical achievements have been
gigantic. I would explain them all to

you, but someone would have to explain
them to me! By now I believe most of
you have seen them firsthand. I know
they are greatly appreciated by our
members. These upgrades give our
Education Committee the opportunity to
to expand our programs and offerings.
Look for some great things to come.
We got off to a slow start on the
REALTOR® support of our law
enforcement personnel, but we are
getting on the fast track to complete.
The search committee is working
diligently to select our awards banquet
location for February. The chaos at Fort
Lee was stressful. This is an enjoyable
event honoring our award recipients and
should be a great time for all.
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We’ll have our annual picnic on
September 13, followed by our Fall
Education Day and annual membership
meeting and election in October.
Have you ever attended the Virginia
Association of REALTORS® annual
convention? Go see how big a role VAR
plays in our local association. Get details
at varealtor.com/VAR-Convention-2016.
It will be held in National Harbor, MD,
just 15 minutes from D.C. and only two
hours from our SVAR office.
Also, please remember the importance
of RPAC and donate for our advocacy
efforts. Finally, special thanks go to all
that have helped with our projects so far
this year. ~

CEO’s Message
by Joe Croce, RCE

September is REALTOR® Safety Month.
Safety is practiced all year long, but
the focus on education and review is
reserved for every fall. Safety is not only
an individual responsibility, but the
responsibility of the team around a real
estate agent. All have a role in keeping
the agent safe.
Much of an agent’s focus on safety is
related to how they protect themselves
and not as much towards the protection
of the sellers they’re dealing with in the
process of selling their homes.
Each seller who places a home on the
market is also placing his or her safety
and security on the market. What do I
mean by that statement?
Ask yourself who is being invited into
a seller’s home. Most people have good
intentions and are there to explore the
property and, hopefully, make an offer to
purchase. However, there are those who
are looking for opportunities to cause
harm or other mayhem.
Will they have stalkers or pedophiles
walking through the property? Family
photos of the wife, children or teenage
daughter on display throughout the
home would provide a great profile of
the family. It would be advisable that all
family photos be removed and stored
somewhere out of site.
Some people coming through may have
a drug problem. If left alone, they could

search though medicine cabinets and
remove drugs and other medications.
They may also find them on counters,
shelves and drawers. Have the sellers
find a secure place to keep their drugs
while the home is on the market.

Each seller who
places a home on
the market is also
placing his or her
safety and security
on the market.
There are dishonest people in the world,
and they may come to the seller’s home.
Anything of value, whether large or
small, would be of interest to them.
Remind them to keep all valuables out of
sight and in a safe place.
There are also folks who are known as
professional claimants: someone who
gets injured and makes a claim against
the property owner for negligence that
contributed to their injury. They make a
settlement with the seller or the seller’s
insurance carrier, and the seller has all
of the hassle of having to deal with the
claim, attorneys and possibly court.
Sellers should eliminate any safety
issues including trip hazards, lighting

problems, and loose carpeting, floor tiles
or boards.
Home intruders sometimes target
homes for sale, particularly those that
are vacant. Keep all doors and windows
locked, and consider increasing security
with motion sensors and cameras.
Check doors and windows after showing
the home to be certain they were not
unlocked for re-entry later.
Surprise! A seller may have visitors show
up on their front steps unannounced.
It may not be a good idea to let them
in. Be certain the seller understands
how to handle this and other similar
occurrences.
Finally, beware of children—not the
seller’s children, but the buyer’s. Kids
are curious and like to explore. Make
certain the seller childproofs the house.
Make certain there are no hazards that
may attract the curious and cause them
injury. It is very important to hide
firearms, dangerous toys, kitchen and
cleaning products, etc.
It may be a good idea for SVAR to form
a safety group made of members who
would enjoy developing a safety program
and materials that they could share
with the other SVAR members. There
would be value in developing a program
that would respond in a REALTOR®
emergency, such as a member missing
or injured. If you have an interest in this
project, please let me know. ~

Thank You to our

PLATINUM
PARTNERS
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Working in the “shadows”
by Steve Overgard, SVAR President-Elect

Several years ago, the phrase “shadow
inventory” was coined. Shadow
inventory meant real properties that
were 90 days or more delinquent, or
already in some stage of foreclosure,
or already foreclosed by the mortgage
company, but not yet on the market.
The idea was that these properties were
waiting “in the shadows” and would soon
emerge and be placed on the market
for sale in the MLS. As the real estate
market hit hard times in 2009, “shadow
inventory” became a sanitary way to
describe a real mess.
There are numerous articles, books,
blogs and posting about shadow
inventory. There are a few variations
to what it is, but most generally agree
on the definition of shadow inventory.
There are many opinions and studies
that express the amount and severity of
shadow inventory over the last 10 years.

areas that experience a large number of
foreclosures in a short period of time.
If you do the math and add up holding
cost, insurance, loss of interest, taxes,
HOA fees, maintenance, and vandalism,

As the real estate
market hit hard
times in 2009,
“shadow inventory”
became a sanitary
way to describe a
real mess.

One would think that shadow inventory
would follow the same trend lines as
defaults and foreclosures. The banks
dispose of the defaulted properties at
about the same rate as they are taken in.
Several years back, there was a widelyheld belief that there was a run-up of
shadow inventory being held by banks
and mortgage companies. Of course, this
fueled numerous theories, sinister and
not, as to the reasons for the increase.
Those inclined to embrace conspiracies
had plenty of fodder.
The most widely held belief was that
the banks were holding onto the
foreclosures because, if they were all
“dumped” on the market at one time,
not only would the properties be worth
less, the entire portfolio could be devalued. There may be some truth to this
in some very limited areas, but most
of the experts now agree that this did
not take place on a broad basis, only in

just to wait for a tick up in the market.
No. Multiply that by 1,000 properties
and it is 1,000 times no. That just does
not make sense.
Recently, we have seen ideal market
conditions for selling distressed
properties – a good hunger and appetite
from investors and a small actual
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inventory of eligible properties. If
there ever was a time to sell distressed
properties, it is now. Yet we have not
seen any mass flooding of the market. So
that theory is debunked.
Here are some more sensible reasons
for the increase in shadow inventory
properties. The banks could not dispose
or liquidate the properties as fast as
they were coming in. The volume simply
exceeded the physical abilities, so some
properties had to wait. The banks started
to realize that a higher price could be
fetched if repairs and improvements
were made. That takes time. There
are other forces at play and seldom
are the dots connected. The Shadow
Inventory peaked in 2009-2010. (See the
accompanying graph at center.)
The robosigning fiasco first hit the
news in 2010. This was the common
practice of many mortgage companies
to hire signers who had no idea what
they were signing, forge signatures
and falsify titles or notaries. Many of
the foreclosure documents were later
shown to be faulty. There are reports
of homeowners losing their homes to
foreclosure when the mortgage company
failed to follow correct procedures and/
or State law and/or Federal law. When
it was revealed that this even affected
our veterans and spouses of deceased
veterans, no words of disdain could
describe.
Later in that year, an obscure little
law was signed into effect know as
Dodd-Frank. That one shook things
up a bit. It was well described in one
word by a Turkish fellow when he said
“Kahretsin.”Dodd-Frank served up
unprecedented intense government
oversight and regulation to those in the
financial services world.
(continued on next page...)

SVAR EXTENDS THANKS TO LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT
SVAR appreciates law enforcement’s efforts to keep the Tri-Cities community safe for residents. To that end, President
Ron Hardy, President-Elect Steve Overgard, Board of Directors members Larry Lewis, Carmen Martin, and Ken Pritchett,
and Professional Standards chair George Grundy were on hand at city council meetings in Colonial Heights, Hopewell and
Petersburg this summer to present awards of appreciation to each municipality’s police department for its contributions to
quality of life and public safety. – Victoria Hecht, Communications and PR Specialist

(Shadows, continued from previous page...)

In 2011, the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau (CFPB) was born.
This agency arose out of the ashes of
the real estate meltdown so that, when
the doors at the CFPB were open for
business, the CFPB came out like a
teenager on too much Red Bull. One
of their first targets was the banks and
mortgage companies that shared in
meltdown. The tobosigning thing still
leaves an unshakable nasty taste in
everyone’s mouth, and the CFPB was
deployed to make the world right again.

2014. HSBC kicked in $429 million, and
Ocwen anteed up $2 billion plus $185
million.
For the most part, the dust has settled
on that chapter. Now the banks
and mortgage companies have paid
their fines and have a more clear
understanding of the how to conduct
business involving mortgages and
people’s homes.

The National Mortgage Settlement
(NMS) occurred in 2012, and that
involved $26 billion paid by five of
the largest mortgage companies in the
United State. There were 49 states,
the District of Columbia, the federal
government in one corner, and Ally/
GMAC, Bank of America, Citi, JPMorgan
Chase, and Wells Fargo as defendants.
This was the largest settlement ever
besides the tobacco settlement.

When all the government scrutiny and
oversight came into play around 2010,
the large banks and mortgage companies
lawyered up and hit the brakes. Hard.
Several stopped all foreclosures. Period.
They felt that it would be better just to
sit on the houses, shuttered and vacant,
if necessary, and ride out the period
when all the suites and petitions and
depositions and consent orders were
flying around. The years of the most
intense adverse legal actions were 2011
to 2013.

Chase paid an additional $13 billion
in 2013, and Suntrust $500 million in

We see many houses today that are
vacant and have just been sitting since

2011, 2012 and 2013. There are many of
them. One can tell by the faded stickers
on door. Read the date if you can. If
you check the tax record you may find
that the house is not even in the name
of the trustee or a mortgage company.
The reason for that could be that the
mortgage company never completed the
foreclosure.
These are the dark shadow inventory
houses, and there are many. We will see
them come to market soon. The banks
are free of the lawsuits, know the new
rules and are ready to finally acquire
title and move the houses to marketing.
They are dark shadow inventory because
they have never really been tallied up.
They were not bank owned, and the
foreclosure process stopped for a time.
Exercise caution with dark shadow
inventory houses because a house that
has been vacant for five years could have
issues such as pipe damage, missing
fixtures, and unchecked wood decay. ~
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Legal Corner
by John F. Faber Jr., Esq., Attorney, Wolcott Rivers Gates

The Servicemembers’ Civil Relief Act
(SCRA) is a powerful shield protecting
military servicemembers against
overreaching by creditors. The United
States Supreme Court has opined that
the SCRA should be read “with an eye
friendly to those who dropped their
affairs to answer their country’s call.”
Notwithstanding that sentiment, the
United States District Court for the
Eastern District of Virginia has identified
a situation in which the servicemember
is not protected by the SCRA.
The case of Sibert v. Wells Fargo Bank,
N.A. decided on May 4, 2016, involved
the purchase and subsequent foreclosure
of a home in Virginia Beach, VA. Richard
D. Sibert joined the United States Navy
on July 9, 2004. He was honorably
discharged from the Navy on July 8,
2008. Shortly before his discharge, on
May 15, 2008, Sibert obtained a loan
of approximately $175,000.00 secured
by a deed of trust on property he had
purchased on Northwood Court in
Virginia Beach.
Wells Fargo directed its trustee to
commence foreclosure proceedings on
the Northwood Court property in March
of 2009, eight months after Sibert’s
discharge. A foreclosure sale took place
on May 13, 2009, and the Northwood
Court home was sold. In the meantime,
Sibert had enlisted in the United
States Army in April of 2009, after the
direction by Wells Fargo to foreclose on
his home but before the May 13, 2009
sale. Sibert remained a Sergeant in the
Army at the time of this decision.
On October 29, 2014, Sibert filed
suit against Wells Fargo, claiming its
foreclosure on his home violated the
SCRA. Wells Fargo responded that the
SCRA did not apply to his loan, and
moved for summary judgment against
him.

In analyzing the competing claims,
the United States District Court first
identified the relevant sections of
the SCRA. Those sections state that
any sale, foreclosure or seizure of
property for breach of an obligation
is invalid if made during the period of
the servicemember’s military service,

The SCRA does
not apply to
obligations that
originate while a
servicemember
is already in the
military.
except upon a court order. An obligation
covered by that section is an obligation
on real or personal property owned by
a servicemember that (1) originated
before the period of the servicemember’s
military service and for which the
servicemember is still obligated, and
(2) is secured by a mortgage, trust deed
or other security in the nature of a
mortgage.
The court highlighted the phrase
“originated before the period of the
servicemember’s military service” and
determined that the entire case turned
on the interpretation of that phrase. If
Sibert’s mortgage originated before the
period of his military service, then he
would be entitled to SCRA protection
because Wells Fargo’s foreclosure was
nonjudicial, i.e. not ordered by a court.
If Sibert’s mortgage was not originated
before the period of his military service,
then he was not entitled to SCRA
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protection and the foreclosure was valid.
Under the definitions section of the
SCRA, the term “period of military
service” means the period beginning on
the date when the servicemember enters
military service and ending on the date
on which the servicemember is released
from military service or dies while in
military service. In this case, Sibert
had two terms of military service, one
with the Navy and one with the Army,
separated by a period of nine months.
Sibert obtained his mortgage during his
first stint of military service, and Wells
Fargo foreclosed during his second stint.
Sibert argued that the “period of military
service” in the definition means only the
specific period of service for which the
servicemember invokes the protections
of the SCRA. In other words, Sibert
sought the protection of the SCRA as it
pertained to his second period of service.
Because the loan originated prior to that
second period of service, he asserted he
should be entitled to the protections of
the SCRA. Wells Fargo countered that
the “period of military service” means
any period of service, and because
Sibert’s mortgage originated while he
was serving in the military (his Navy
term) the SCRA was inapplicable. The
court could not find any existing case
resolving those differing interpretations,
making this a decision of first impression
on that issue.
In order to make that decision, the
court looked to underlying purpose of
the SCRA. That purpose is to protect
the servicemenmber from being
disadvantaged by answering the call to
military service. With respect to a loan
obtained by a civilian who thereafter
enters the military, the resulting change
in income and lifestyle compared to
his civilian income and lifestyle could
(continued on next page...)

Exploring the customary and reasonable fee
law and its impact on appraisers
by Mack Strickland, GRI, RAA, CRGA, Chair, Appraiser Committee

Last summer the customary and
reasonable fee law went into effect
for appraisal management companies
(AMCs) to pay appraisers a customary
and reasonable fee as required by the
Dodd–Frank Wall Street Reform and
Consumer Protection Act.
For many years real estate agents have
been complaining of appraisers coming
from faraway places to appraise their
listings. Much of this is related to AMCs
paying low fees to appraisers. If an AMC
can’t find a close-by appraiser, then they
will send a less-expensive appraiser 90
miles away to appraise your listing!
What is a customary and reasonable
fee? The Dodd-Frank law defines
how a customary and reasonable fee
can be determined. The law allows
the consideration of fee studies by
universities, private fee studies and
government fee schedules such as the
Veterans Administration fee.

Last fall the Virginia Real Estate
Appraisal Board appointed a committee
to have a public hearing on the
customary and fee issue, which was
done this past January. The committee

There are still
AMCs paying fees
below the VA fee.
obtained and reviewed fee studies
from six different states, including one
performed by Virginia Tech in 2014 and
paid for by several appraisal groups in
Virginia.
The committee found that all of the
fee studies and the VA fee were either
similar or the same. The committee
heard testimony from over 30 appraisers
urging the committee to adopt the VA
fee as a customary and reasonable fee.

Additionally, adopting the VA fee would
require no expense to the citizens of the
Commonwealth to pay for a fee study.
At its February meeting the Virginia
Real Estate Appraisal Board received
the committee’s report and voted to
adopt the VA fee as the customary
and reasonable fee here in Virginia.
What that means is if an AMC pays
the appraiser the VA fee for a typical
residential appraisal assignment, the
AMC is considered to be in compliance
with the law of the Commonwealth.
However, there are still AMCs paying
fees below the VA fee. The only thing
an appraiser can do in this instance is
to accept and complete the assignment,
then file a complaint with the Virginia
Real Estate Appraisal Board against
that AMC for paying fees below what is
customary and reasonable. Anyone can
file a complaint with the board, even
agents, and even anonymously! ~

(Legal Corner, continued from previous page...)

materially affect the servicemember’s
ability to maintain payments. In
addition, the loan underwriter
would evaluate the loan based on the
civilian’s ability to repay, and would
not contemplate the later limitations of
military service and pay. In short, the
SCRA protects servicemembers who, as
civilians, incur financial obligations
and thereafter answer the call to duty,
because answering that call can
materially affect the servicemembers’
ability to repay those obligations.
Conversely, the SCRA does not apply
to obligations that originate while a
servicemember is already in the military.

In that circumstance, the limitations of
military service and pay would already
be contemplated by the servicemember
borrower and the lender at the time the
loan was made. That was the position
occupied by Sibert, according to the
court. His loan originated while he was
on active duty in the Navy, so a change
in income and lifestyle from joining the
military was not a factor in that loan.
He thus did not fall within the class of
persons intended to be protected by the
SCRA. The fact that he later rejoined the
service after a brief interlude as a civilian
did not change the fact that both he, as
borrower, and Wells Fargo, as lender,
knew that the mortgage was being

made to an active duty servicemember
at the time it was originated. Because
the mortgage was not originated before
the period of Sibert’s period of military
service, it was not an obligation covered
by the protective sections of the SCRA.
The court thus held that Wells Fargo’s
foreclosure was not invalidated by the
SCRA. ~
This column is not, nor is it intended to be, legal
advice. You should consult an attorney for advice
regarding your individual situation.
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realist®: how to create great tax maps
If you want to use our property tax system to create beautiful tax maps with estimated dimensions, follow these steps. It’s as easy
as 1-2-3…4-5-6-7!

B

Open Realist® within MLS. Type in the
property address in the address search field.
Click on Search at the bottom left.

D

A large view map, grid, or combo will
display. Now, look for Change View
selection. It jumps around and is
sometimes at the top right and sometimes
about 2/3 down on the right. Click on
Change View MAP, because you want a
full screen of the map only.

F

Click anywhere within
your parcel, and it will
be outlined in red and
an information bubble
will pop up.

G

C

E

The full report should show up, and if you scroll to
the very bottom of the report, you will see two small
maps. One should have the estimated lot dimensions.
We are going to improve and enlarge this map to full
page size. The next step is counter-intuitive, but do
it anyway. Click on close report at the top right of the
screen.

Let’s enlarge the map, so click
on the icon in the top left
of the map that looks like a
magnifying glass with a plus
symbol. Do not click on the
magnifying glass on the top
right. You can click on the
enlarge icon twice to zoom in
twice. Your property should be
in the center.

Within the information
bubble is an icon that looks
like a ruler. Click on the
ruler icon. The estimated lot
dimensions will populate.

H

Now you can print, email or
save. Look to the icons at the
top left.

...and there you have it!
Another great tool to add to
your real estate toolbox. ~
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RPAC SPOTLIGHT:

Meg Duarte

Name and designations: Meg Duarte, MRP
Century 21 Colonial Realty
SVAR member since: 1999
RPAC contributor level: Sterling “R”
Advocacy topics that interest me: Low-income homeowners’ issues
SVAR, VAR and NAR activities, including honors and positions held: Member of SVAR Education Committee for several years;
past chair of SVAR’s RPN Committee; Board’s Choice honoree; 2016 SVAR Picnic Committee.
Community involvement: USO volunteer for six years; Tri-Cities Workcamp chaperone and camper for eight years; Habitat for
Humanity volunteer; Catholic Daughters of the Americas member; member of St. Ann Catholic Church, Colonial Heights, as an
Extraordinary Minister of the Eucharist and committee member of Living Our Mission.
Why I give to RPAC: I originally gave to RPAC to raise the level of our overall donations from SVAR. Then, as I matured as a
contributor, I learned and appreciated what our support does for the homeowners. I also feel it is important for REALTORS® to
have a direct line into politics of the Commonwealth.
Want to learn more and become an RPAC contributor? Just visit virginiarealtorschoose.com/contribute to get started.
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Title Insurance and
Real Estate Closing Services

• Serving the Tri-Cities and Metropolitan
Richmond Areas Since 1996
• Agent for First American Title Insurance
Company and Fidelity National Title
• Special programs available for Military Families
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More from SVAR member Joyce Navary’s
“On The Move!”
by Joyce Navary, Weichert Realtors, Brockwell & Portwood

Below is an excerpt from Chapter 9
from my book “On The Move! A Guide
to Buying & Selling Your Home.”
Preparing Your Home for Sale
Your home’s appearance - When you
prepare your home for sale, there are
two ways to make your “to-do” list. The
first is to do your own home inspection,
writing down whatever you see that
needs to be repaired or refreshed.
Include repairs to cracks in the walls or
paint, water damage, replace shingles,
sand and paint chipped or peeling paint,
refinish or paint wood cabinets, replace
any broken glass, clean floors and
carpets, repair leaky pipes and so on.
Also, check the outside of the house and
property. Repair and or paint railings,
window frames and siding, power wash
sidings, sidewalks or patios, trim trees,
shrubs and flower beds. Don’t overlook
anything in this initial list.
Once your list is complete, divide it
up into do-it-yourself projects and
professional projects. Decide on your
budget - that is, how much you are able
to spend on all the projects. Prioritize
the projects. You can get help or
suggestions from the REALTOR® you
have chosen to list your property. The
REALTOR® will be able to advise you
on where you will get the most bang for
your buck.
Then you can set about getting the work
done. It is always best to have all work
done before you list the house so that the
first surge of interested buyers will get
that all important first impression. Some
REALTORS® may advise you to list right
away, and they will note in the MLS
description that repairs are in process.
Logically, that makes sense, but buyers
are not always logical when looking for
that new house. They are still moved by
that first impression. Make it a good one!

A professional home inspection - A
second approach might be to develop
your list based on the report from a
professional home inspector. A buyer
who signs a purchase contract for your
home will have a contingency statement
in the contract, “offer contingent upon

Have all work done
before you list the
house so that the
first surge of
interested buyers
will get that allimportant first
impression.
satisfactory building inspection”. The
buyer’s inspector will go through your
house to make sure there are no hidden
problems.
If you hire an inspector, you will have
firsthand knowledge of any repair/
replacement recommendations. No
surprises will pop up later on in the
transaction to delay or cancel closing.
The inspector, however, will not
comment on landscaping needs or
aesthetics. You will still need to add
those to your own to-do list.
Disclosure - If you elect not to make
repairs on items listed by the home
inspector, you will need to tell your
REALTOR®. It is necessary to disclose
to all potential buyers what repairs
need to be done. Home sellers and
their REALTORS® who have known of
problems but not disclosed them have
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successfully been taken to court for
damages. If there is a problem that you
decide not to repair, disclose it up front
and indicate that the estimated buyer’s
cost to fix it has been reflected in the
listing price of your home.
Kitchens, bathrooms and closets
Buyers look for several key areas when
looking at homes. The most common
areas are kitchen, bathrooms, and
storage. There are many ways to add
value to these areas without spending
a lot of money. From the to-do list,
you should already have painted and
cleaned, so now move on to the small
changes that cost little, but have a big
impact.
If the kitchen cabinets are still in
good condition, don’t think about
replacement, but rather a refinish on the
door fronts. Replace handles or knobs
with updated models. Updated faucets
and a do-it-yourself tile backsplash
can also add a spark to the kitchen. If
you choose not to make repairs in the
kitchen, don’t hide the fault. It will show
up later in the inspection, and buyers
will not trust you for misleading them.
Bathrooms are also an important feature
for buyers. If a bathroom seems small
and cramped, a pedestal sink is an
inexpensive and easy to install option.
It gives a sleek, modern look to the
bathroom making it more desirable
to the buyer. In other bathrooms with
under-counter cabinets, update cabinets
with a refinish or new handles or knobs.
Updated faucets are a nice eye-catching
feature. Clear the counter and stage
with candles, matching towels and
accessories.
Time to declutter - “Declutter” has
become a popular word in real estate in
the last few years. Basically, the whole
(continued on next page...)

(On the Move, continued from previous page...)

house benefits from organization and
streamlining. Your house could have an
overabundance of cabinets and closets,
but if each one is packed to overflowing,
buyers will get the impression that there
is not enough storage space. Make it a
point to clean out, throw out, pack away
or yard sell all that extraneous “stuff”
that has collected over the years.
If your home does not have an
abundance of storage space, you
can create it with inexpensive closet
organizers. These organizers provide
cube style spaces to divide up and fill
with all the things you might throw on
the closet floor. Use shoe organizers
for the back of the door or hooks for
purses or belts. Purchase the single-hook
hangers with space for multiple shirts,
pants or skirts. This takes up less space
in the closet and creates some extra
room, inviting the prospective buyer to
fill it. All these organizers are portable,
so you can take them with you to your
new house.
Curb appeal - Don’t forget the exterior
of your house – the curb appeal. When
first beginning the search for a new
home, buyers begin with Internet
searches. They may see one or more
pictures of a house along with the
address. If the pictures look good, they
will be interested and want to see more.
So they drive around the area and look at
houses for sale. This does not require a
time or personal commitment to a seller
or REALTOR®. If your home looks good
on the outside, they will want to see the
inside.
It is very common in today’s market to
have buyers contact REALTORS® with
a list of homes they want to see, rather
than asking the REALTOR® to find
houses for them first. So, give your house
curb appeal. Make the entrance inviting
with a little touch-up paint, porch
furniture and accessories. Be sure light
fixtures are free of spider webs, peeling
paint and burned-out bulbs. If you have

large trees with overhanging limbs, trim
them back so buyers can see the house.
Freshen up flower beds with new mulch,
and add flora, if needed.
Obtain an unbiased opinion After you have repaired, replaced and
updated, ask a trusted friend or two to
walk through the home and be critical of
the presentation. Your REALTOR® can
also offer comments and suggestions. Be
prepared to accept their ideas and adjust
if you can.
If you are not comfortable with staging
your home, or if your friends have some
concerns about the general appearance,
consider using a professional stager. It is
their job to make homes as attractive as
possible to potential buyers. Preparing
your house in these ways will put you in
the best possible position to get the best
offer in the least amount of time.
General selling tips - In order to sell
your house as quickly as possible for the
highest amount of money as possible,
there are a few concepts to use to your
advantage and a few to avoid.
Take these suggestions:
• Get as much online exposure
as possible. They include social
media sites, such as Facebook
and Twitter. Also, consider email
marketing using your REALTOR®’s
contact list.
• Use a neutral inside and
outside color scheme.
Use bright color accents and
accessories, or one accent wall with
a bright color. Keep carpets and
walls neutral.
• Maintain good relationships
with the neighbors. Let them
know when there will be an open
house or when there will be heavy
traffic. Prepare them for repairmen,
inspectors and service people.
• Pre-qualify buyers. Stipulate in
the MLS listing that buyers must
be pre-qualified for a loan prior

to making an offer or writing a
purchase contract. Many people
may be interested but will not
qualify for a loan, and you will lose
time starting over again.
• Be ready for showings. Have a
quick clean-up plan for short-notice
calls to show your house. Never go
away from home without making
the house show-worthy.
Avoid these mistakes:
• Priced too high. Take your
REALTOR®’s advice when pricing
your house. Keep it in the range
of comparables in the local area.
By making necessary repairs and
updates you will make your house
stand out from the rest.
• Not enough exposure. Have
your REALTOR® put up signs
in the neighborhood or at busy
intersections. Suggest the use of
online ads, print ads, open houses,
agent/broker brunches, agency
caravans, etc.
• Limited photos or description.
The more quality photos, the better.
Use the best ones. Fill up any space
provided for descriptions. Show
measurements of rooms. Provide
as much information as possible
so buyers can compare with their
current house or other houses they
have seen with their REALTOR®.
• Keeping personal pictures
and decorations on display.
Buyers want to visualize themselves
in the house. However, they will
have a harder time doing that if
you and your family are peering
at them from walls, tables and
mantles. Take down all personal
items, refrigerator magnets, and
political or religious items. You are
not denouncing your beliefs, only
making your home attractive to
buyers so they can envision their
family living in the home. ~
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AFFILIATE SPOTLIGHT:
Tina Flowers
Name: Tina Flowers
Company: Home Warranty of America (HWA)
My territory: Greater Richmond and Hampton Roads
Company details: website at hwahomewarranty.com; on Facebook at facebook.com/HWAHomeWarranty; on LinkedIn at
linkedin.com/company/home-warranty-of-america; call customer service at 888-492-7359
Year company established: 1996
Company specialties: A leader in the home warranty industry, we provide high value and protection against the ever-increasing
cost of home and appliance repair.
SVAR Affiliate member since: 2014
Why I joined SVAR: To meet new agents and explore ways that we can partner together and help each other and our clients
Why I got into this business: To help real estate agents and their clients
Why I love doing what I do: Every day brings a new challenge and opportunity. I get the opportunity to work with literally
hundreds of real estate agents and thousands of homeowners.
A home warranty is a smart idea because: It helps homeowners to protect what is likely the largest investment they will make in
their lives - their home.
My favorite satisfied-customer story: I had a homeowner who had just moved into their home, and the air conditioning quit
working on the second day after moving in. They called into the claims department and told them that their AC hadn’t been
working right since they moved in, but now it wasn’t working at all. A vendor was sent out and diagnosed a leak in the coil that
would not have even shown up on a thorough home inspection. Having a warranty in place saved this new homeowner literally
thousands of dollars. To be able to help a family in such a stressful time in their lives was very rewarding.
My hobbies are: Spending time with my family, whether it is running, walking, fishing, watching a movie or playing games! I also
am a couponing enthusiast.
Best piece of advice to real estate agents: Never let your client close on a home without a home warranty, because warranties are
designed to protect against the unexpected.
The one thing I want agents to know about my industry is: Although all home warranties are similar in that they are designed to
cover major appliances and systems, each warranty company has differences in their policies that include and exclude certain
items. Real estate agents should familiarize themselves with these differences so that they can make the best recommendations
for their clients.
SVAR Affiliate Spotlight is a new quarterly feature offering a closer look at the association Affiliate partners. Want to be
featured? Email vhecht@svarealtors.com. Not an Affiliate yet and want to join SVAR? Just visit SVARealtors.com/_docs/
membership/affiliate_app.pdf to get started.
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FROM THE TRI-CITIES TO THE WINDY CITY
Chicago hosts about 52 million visitors a year, but in August some extra special guests checked out the Windy City: the 2016
National Association of REALTORS® Leadership Summit attendees. Southside Virginia Association of REALTORS® PresidentElect Steve Overgard and CEO Joe Croce were joined by about 1,400 other association presidents- and chairs-elect and staff
executives from across the country to network, explore trending industry topics and leadership challenges, and strategize their
upcoming terms. Attendees heard keynote presentations from NAR leaders and nationally known speakers, including NAR chief
economist Lawrence Yun, NAR Chief Executive Officer Dale Stinton, NAR 2017 President William E. Brown, former Tesla and
Apple Computers exec George Blankenship, and Uber chief advisor, President Obama senior advisor and bestselling author
David Plouffe. In prep for their leadership roles, attendees also explored core standards and caught up during a political “town
hall” session, and later unwound at the House of Blues. A little networking, a lot of learning and a bit of fun thrown in, too?
Sounds like a great event and the blueprint for a fantastic year. – Victoria Hecht, Communications and PR Specialist
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The building blocks of learning:
SVAR’S Fall Education Day
by Al Wells, CRS, GRI, ABR, Education Committee Chair

The Southside Virginia Association of
REALTORS® Education Committee
and I would like to invite you to SVAR’s
upcoming Fall Education Day. This jampacked day of CE courses will be held on
October 12 from 8:00am-5:00pm at the
Holiday Inn - Colonial Heights at 401
East Roslyn Road. The CE courses and
schedule is as follows:
Critical Contract Issues
(8:00-10:00am)
• 2 hours of contracts CE or 2 hours
of current industry and trends PL
• CE credits provided by Alpha
College of Real Estate
Real Estate Laws You Need
to Know
(10:15am-12:15pm)
• 2 hours of legal updates with flood
content CE or 2 hours PL current
industry and trends or 2 hours of
Broker management
• CE credits provided by Alpha
College of Real Estate
Agency: A Complicated
Relationship
(1:15-2:15pm)
• 1 hour of agency CE
• CE credits provided by Alpha
College of Real Estate
Fair Housing
(2:30-4:30pm)
• 2 hours of CE
• CE credits provided by the
Williamsburg Area Association of
REALTORS®
The deadline to register is October 5 and
can be done online at SVARealtors.com.
The cost of the event is a modest $65
for the full day and $40 for a half day.
Lunch is included and will be offered
from 12:20-1:15pm. (Sign up now;
registration increases after October 5 to
$75 full day and $45 half day.)

Upon conclusion of the classes there
will be a free Affiliates-sponsored
cocktail hour from 5:00-6:00pm, during
which there will also be a contest for
REALTORS®. The REALTOR® who gets
the most signatures from the Affiliates
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”
®
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s at 6.
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In other news, in the last issue of The
Southside REALTOR® magazine we
talked about whether real estate agents
really need social media and that the
Education Committee planned to
present an introductory social media
class. “Introduction to Social Media”
will be offered in the SVAR classroom
on September 14. Please check the
SVAR website for more information on
content and registration, or contact your
Education Committee liaison or any
Education Committee member for more
info on this or any other educational
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class or concern. Our regular “Did You
Know … ?” segment of the education
article will return in the next issue.
The Education Committee members are:
Meg Duarte, Brett Harris, Joyce Navary,
Doug Compton, Barbara Chambers,
Keri Lust, Pat Robinson, Renee Mays,
Rhonda Canada and myself. Our contact
information can be obtained via the
SVAR website or MLS database. The
liaisons for some of the larger offices are
as follows:
• Al Wells – Ingram and Associates
(Hopewell), and Realty Group;
• Meg Duarte – Century 21;
Colonial, Chappel Realty, Parr and
Abernathy, Prince George Realty,
and Hometown (Prince George);
• Barbara Chambers – Long & Foster
and Front Door Realty;
• Keri Lust – RE/MAX
Commonwealth, Ford Agency;
• Brett Harris – Hometown
(Chesterfield) and Ingram &
Associates (Chester);
• Joyce Navary – Weichert Realty,
Cole Real Estate, and Daniel &
Daniel Realty;
• Pat Robinson - Napier Realty ERA;
• Renee Mays – EXP Realty, LLC;
• Rhonda Canada - 1st Choice Realty
Group and Swearingen Realty; and
• Doug Compton – Access, Tennek,
Whitman, Blackstone and Century
21 Clary.
We hope to see you soon at the Fall
Education Day event or at some of our
other classes, Lunch and Learns or
socials. ~

Feeling a little social? Then join RPN.
by Lorna Cornett, REALTORS® Professional Network Chair

The RPN Committee held its second
evening social of 2016 at Andrade’s
International Restaurant in Old Towne
Petersburg on August 18, and I feel it
was a successful event. Some came and
went, and some stayed well past the
7:00pm ending to enjoy the company of
Affiliates and REALTORS® alike. It was
warm, but with fans blowing, a cover
over our heads and cool beverages to

drink, you really didn’t notice. We are
discussing the possibility of another
evening social for October, perhaps
at the new Trapezium Brewery in Old
Towne Petersburg. (Watch your email
for details!) Our networking breakfasts
will continue on the third Wednesday
of every other month at Golden Corral
in Colonial Heights from 8:00-9:00am
with the next one on September 21. Katie

Allen with First American and John
Krug with American Home Shield will
speak about home warranties. I hope you
can join us. It’s a great way to start your
day! I would like to thank all of you who
have attended our networking breakfasts
and our evening socials. Your support
and encouragement for our still-evolving
committee is greatly appreciated. ~

REALTOR® SAFETY DAY

September 29, 11am-2pm
What you learn on this day may save your life.
September is REALTOR® Safety Month, so SVAR will be hosting several
guest speakers on September 29. They will share tips and information to
keep you safe on the job. Free to attend, we will have door prizes and lunch
will be served, so sign up now at SVARealtors.com.
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Mortgage Credit Certificate turns
shoppers into buyers
by Janice Burgess, Virginia Housing Development Authority

Now it’s easier than ever to turn those
who want to buy a home into those who
can afford to do so. For many firsttime homebuyers, the Mortgage Credit
Certificate (MCC) could be the difference
that makes buying and owning a home
affordable.
Administered in Virginia by the Virginia
Housing Development Authority
(VHDA), an MCC is a federal income
tax credit that is equal to 20 percent of
the annual mortgage interest paid. The
remaining 80 percent can still be taken
as an income tax deduction. The MCC is
effective for the life of the mortgage as
long as the borrower lives in the home.
There are some eligibility requirements.
Borrowers must be first-time
homebuyers or not have owned a home
in the previous three years. There
are also income limits and sales price
limits on the home being purchased.
Borrowers should consult with their tax
preparers to determine if an MCC will
benefit them.

Interested homebuyers should ask their
lender for an MCC when they first apply
for their mortgage, because VHDA will
need to approve the MCC application
and issue an MCC commitment—before
the buyer closes on their home.

Borrowers should
consult with their
tax preparers to
determine if an
MCC will benefit
them.
In addition, VHDA offers a variety of
home-financing programs that provide
special affordability features for low- to
moderate-income homebuyers who have
not owned a home within the previous
three years.

These programs include a down
payment assistance (DPA) grant that has
no repayment. All borrowers who receive
this grant are eligible for an MCC.
Through VHDA’s DPA grant, qualified
first-time homebuyers may receive a
percentage of the purchase price to help
with the down payment. The maximum
grant is 2 to 2.5 percent of the purchase
price, based on the down payment
required for the eligible VHDA loan.
VHDA loans also provide high loan-tovalue options, flexible underwriting and
closing cost assistance, plus 30-year
fixed-interest rates. Some VHDA loans
are assumable by eligible borrowers.
That means they can keep the same
interest rate, and that translates into
homes that are more attractive for
resale.
To learn more about how VHDA’s MCC
program, DPA grant and other financing
options could help your first-time buyers
become new homeowners, please visit
vhda.com. ~

SAVING LIVES, PINT BY PINT
SVAR offers a hale and hearty “thank you” to all of those who gave the gift of life during the Virginia Blood Services’ bloodmobile
visit to SVAR headquarters in August as part of the association’s community involvement work. Eleven people total from within
the association—both members and staff—and the Tri-Cities region donated and snagged T-shirts for their generosity. Every
drop counts! – Victoria Hecht, Communications and PR Specialist
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Homeowners insurance: what your clients
need to know
by Ryan Atkinson, Atkinson Insurance Agency

It’s difficult to be an expert in all
aspects of the home-buying process,
but providing the proper resources to
your clients is essential. Here is some
information on what to look for and keep
in mind as your buyers are shopping
around.
Your clients need to be aware of rebuild
value versus sales price. Many buyers
share the common misconception that
their home needs to be insured for the
sales price of the home. This can lead to
the home being over-insured, which in
turn leads to a higher premium.
Insurance is based on a rebuild value,
i.e. what it would cost to rebuild the
home in case of a total loss. Some
factors that determine this value are
age of home, square footage, exterior
material, garage info, etc. Rebuild values

are typically $100 per square foot for a
frame home and $125 per square foot for
a brick home. If you have a buyer who
is purchasing a home in a rural area, it

Finding out that a
home is in a flood
zone at the last
minute can result
in the loss of a
home sale.
is important to know that rates can vary
greatly from company to company.

Make sure that your buyer is getting
quotes from a company with has the
appetite for rural properties. If you have
a buyer who plans on doing renovations
to the home prior to moving in, make
sure they notify their insurance agent. In
case of a claim during that time, we want
to make sure they’re covered for the
proper exposures.
Lastly, we are running into more and
more homes in the Richmond area that
are located in flood zones. Finding out
that a home is in a flood zone at the last
minute can result in the loss of a home
sale. Flood insurance is an extra expense
that should be factored in sooner rather
than later. Flood zone determinations
can be completed in a matter of minutes
by calling an insurance agent who is
licensed to sell flood insurance. ~

Flood zones simplified
No one likes to get a call three days
before closing to hear that their real
estate deal is in peril because the
property is in a flood plain.
The buyer is going to be furious because
he or she was not told and now will need
to buy flood insurance. The lender is
going to be stressing about qualifying
ratios due to the extra monthly
obligation. The listing agent is going to
be on the hot seat.

ways to get this done in less than 10
minutes.
The easiest way to check is to go to
FloodSmart.gov. You will get an instant
response. Type in the address and click
on “Learn My Risk.”
Another easy-to-use tool may be found
at Freeflood.com. On this site you
will need to register first to create an
account. After that, however, it is quick
and easy.

It is not a call anyone wants to get.
A good percentage of this scenario could
be avoided altogether by simply checking
to see if the property is in or near a
flood plain before it is listed. This is very
simple to do, and there are at least three

If you prefer a report emailed to you,
go to FloodSimple.com. Here you will
supply some basic information and
a quote will be emailed to you from
Lloyd’s of London.

Within our MLS and Realist tax, you can
see the flood maps overlay. It’s a little
tricky to get to this. Here’s how:
1. Search for the property in Realist.
2. When you have the property
record, click on “Close Report” in
the top right. That will bring up a
map view.
3. Click on the “Boundaries” icon near
the top right.
4. Select “Flood Zone” and “Parcel”
from the Boundaries pick list.
5. You can zoom in if you click on the
zoom icon on the top left.
Orange is good, while purple, blue and
yellow indicate a flood zone. ~
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Watch out for the “paradigm drift”
by Steve Overgard, SVAR President-Elect

Let’s examine what we as agents bring to
a transaction. Here is a partial list:
• Trust (more on this later);
• Pre-qualification and financial
assistance;
• Connections to services such as
repairs, termite treatment, well,
septic, closing and insurance;
• Navigation through the complicated
processes;
• Local expertise and nuance
wisdom;
• Showing houses;
• Finding suitable properties;
• Escrow or EMD;
• Home Inspection;
• Re-negotiations;
• Contracts and forms;
• Lining up the closing;
• A friendly advocate;
• Hand holding when the heebiejeebies strike;
• Getting through the closing itself;
and,
• Being a “friend in the
business” fulfilling the friendly,
knowledgeable, confidant and
caring representation.
The traditional and familiar process
of buying a house makes it feel more
official and legitimate. The formality
and predictability of it all make it more
“real,” for lack of a better word. Even the
sluggish and inefficient components add
to the whole home-buying experience
and journey. The agent is a central part
of most of these functions.
Agents, buyers and sellers have all
accepted that a real estate transaction
is a long-winded, hurry-up-and-wait,
complicated process that could not
be done without lots of people and
inefficiencies involved.
Have you ever wondered why more of
what agents do hasn’t been automated or
put on an online platform ?

The largest problem with online
transactions now, especially large ones
involving huge amounts of money, is
the whole trust thing. With trust go
verification, security and authentication.
So following the logic, real estate is

The drift will occur.
It will erode what
real estate agents
have traditionally
done.

the mortgage, there would be worry
about the terms being squirrely and that
it would not be a “real” mortgage.
Let’s face it. It’s one thing to bid on a
Hummel on eBay for $76 and quite
another to transfer 200 large out of your
FDIC insured account to ANY dotcom.
OK, now for the paradigm shift.
Just imagine that there WAS trust,
verification and bullet-proof authenticity
built into the online components.
Those involved with the transaction
would not send money to a shady
place in Cyberland, the deed would
be real, the signatures legally binding,
and at the end of the week, the buyers
would be real buyers. All parts of the
transaction would be completely safe
and immutable.
Blockchain brings the trust, verification,
authentication, validation, encryption,
and security to online transactions. This
is absolute, Kevlar coated, and 100%.
There are technical explanations of the
“hows” and “whys,” something about an
electronic ledger, distributed database
and transparency. Ask a friendly geek to
explain.

insulated from online transaction
because it involves huge amounts of legal
tender, big debt, and seems firmly bolted
to traditional and familiar “process”.
Bottom line: No one today would click
away $200,000 in cash because there
would be crushing doubt and angst that
there was a slick scam involved and that
the money went to somewhere in central
Africa and at the end of the day, the deed
would not be legit. Most would hesitate
for signing up for a $200,000 mortgage
debt for many of the same reasons. With
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Now consider other automated and
non-traditional business that are
available today that could cut into the
traditional, bricks and mortar, real
estate transaction.
Legalzoom has made serious inroads
into the self-help, online, run-of-the-mill
legal forms that we have traditionally
run to a real, live lawyer for. So we have
traded the pretty waiting lobby, $300
per hour and the brilliant, bookishlooking law grad for a fast broadband
connection, laser printer and $59.99 (all
major credit cards accepted). Many said
“never, no,” and listed why Legalzoom
(continued on next page...)

(Paradigm drift, continued from previous page...)

would never find traction. But it did.
How much of a leap is it to go from that
to a business similar to Legalzoom that
does real estate smart contracts and
addendums, complete with the new laws
just enacted? That is not a big leap; that
is a small step.
Showing services today specialize
in lining up appointments on a peer
to peer, agent-to-agent basis. In the
absence of an agent or broker, how much
of a leap would it be to have a showing
service that lined up appointments for
buyers and sellers who were not working
with a broker or agent? Again, not a
large expansion of a business model that
has already been fleshed out.
Rocket Mortgage Quicken Loan has
been in the making for a few years.
Recently, it has switched to a 100%
online mortgage-approval option.
Literally, a borrower can get approved
(not pre-approved) on their cell phone
in moments. Comparing that to the
traditional loan approval process is
difficult because the simplification and
automation of it all, almost making it not
a process at all.
Let’s talk electronic deeds. E-recordings
are already here in Virginia as well as in
other states. They are already accepted
by many municipalities. They are
deemed to be as or more secure than
paper deeds. This currently is not the
traditional and trusted way that deeds
have been done, but it is becoming more
and more popular every month.
Remote title searches become
increasingly available as more and
more data is available online. If a title
insurance company was set up, most of
the title search could be done in Bhopal,
India, with the exception of recent
filings. The timeline from recordings to
available online is getting shorter, and it
will not be a big leap to have recordings
done AND available online in real time.
Chicken Little will be a bit disappointed.
The sky is not falling. (Not yet anyway.)

It is common to discuss a paradigm shift
that will “change everything”. What we
should focus on is not the paradigm
shift, but the paradigm drift. The drift,
to some degree, will occur. Period. It
will erode what real estate agents have
traditionally done. With powerful tools
loaded on buyers’ and sellers’ tablets,
there will be negative pressure on
traditional compensation models. There
will be some buyers and sellers who will
be able to navigate through an entire
transaction with the help of technology,
including Blockchain, without the
assistance of an agent.
As the apps and dotcoms become better,
faster, cheaper, some will gain real
acceptance.
For example, with the automation of the
loan process, buyers will depend less on
the recommendation of their agent to
introduce them to the great loan officer
down the block. Instead, these buyers
will seek recommendations from their
circle of friends and family and social
networks. The question will shift from
“Which one of the loan officers that
my agent recommended will I use?” to
“What app is best to get a loan?” That’s
drift.
Many times potential buyers have
already found their list of houses to see
and bring the list to their agent instead
of the traditional way of the agent
finding the houses and setting up the
showings. Drift some more.
A similar example is with homeowners
insurance. Buyers used to depend
on referrals supplied by their agent
for a great insurance agent. Now the
buyers are more likely to have arranged
insurance from an app they found on
Facebook. (Oh, and by the way, how
did Facebook know to display an ad for
homeowners’ insurance just at the very
moment that they buyer needed it? It’s a
little creepy.) And drift again.

changes in our industry. With each drift,
the value of real estate agents is changed
or reduced. Market demands provide
fuel to the emerging technologies and
process, and there is not much that any
one individual can do about that.
Going forward, REALTORS® and
REALTOR® associations should be
involved with developing and bringing
the best apps, technologies and websites
to the public.
A portion of our clients are very
uncomfortable with anything more
advanced than a microwave oven. Some
of our clients are all about tech and have
every gadget and app on the planet and
do quite well without checks, cash, cars
or landlines.
Most of our clients are in between, as are
most agents. It’s just a matter of where
on the spectrum.
So, we should serve up services and do
what we do on several levels. We should
be prepared to hunt the MLS for our
buyers to find the right house or give
them a quick tour of REALTOR.com so
they can do it themselves.
If a seller wants to use e-signatures, let’s
do it that way. If a buyer wants to meet
face to face and sign papers in ink at
McDonald’s, then that is good, too. The
clients should decide, and we should
serve on high tech, low tech, no tech, or
in the middle ground.
Bear in mind that it is not just the
technology. Some folks prefer to
interact with other humans face to face,
and others prefer not to interact on a
personal level. There are some social
issues at play. ~

The point is that all these small,
innocent drifts added together make real
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Don’t forget about you!
by Shanna Wiseman, VAR Board of Directors

I have written a few articles for this
magazine about what it means to
volunteer, to invest in our industry,
and to be a good servant to our clients,
customers and communities. If you
speak to any of your peers in the
industry, these elements are essential to
be a successful real estate agent.
There is another major commitment that
needs to be made, however, and that is
to ourselves. When we realize that we
must take time for ourselves, we will be
more productive.
All too often we do not remember to
make an appointment in our busy
calendars for ourselves. The best way to
talk about this is to speak from firsthand
experience. I am just as guilty of this as
anyone else.
Over the past two years especially, I
have noticed a shift in the time I take for
myself and doing as much as I can for
my business. I get up just a little earlier
in the morning, not so that I can go the
gym before work or spend time with my
family, but rather to get to the office.
My excuse is, “I can get more done in
two hours before the office opens than
I can the whole day we are open.” Am I
really getting more done? Some days I
feel this is my slogan: “I work harder to
work harder.”
This may sound a bit silly, but think

about it. As my day goes on, I work
through lunch a lot because by the time
I get to a stopping point, it’s too late to
eat lunch. Really? Who am I fooling?
As much as I could skip a meal, I really
should not. And what does that lead to?
Eating too much dinner when I finally

I work through
lunch a lot because
by the time I get to
a stopping point,
it’s too late to eat
lunch. Really?
sit down to do so. I could go on and on
about the poor habits I have allowed
myself to form recently, and I am sure
that many of you can relate to what I am
trying to paint a picture of.
So, what do we do? It’s easier said than
done, for sure, but we have to try. We
recognize that we have stopped setting
boundaries for our businesses and
allow that to drive the time we take
for ourselves. I do not mean just being
alone. I mean immediate and extended
family time, catching up with friends,
taking your dog for a walk, housework,
yard work, gym time, eating healthier

and the list could go on and on.
Some of us can balance these things
better than others. Over the years and
with Facebook, I have been able to
identify that so many of us have realized
this to be a necessity to stay relevant to
all of our spheres of influence. However,
it is still so easy to put your personal self
on hold and to say that there will be time
tomorrow.
Guess what? Unless we schedule that
time, it will not happen. I think we are
unintentionally making it a point to not
make that time for ourselves.
Again, this sounds silly, but if we made
up every excuse to our customers and
clients as to why we cannot help them
today as we do when needing to take
time for ourselves, we would not be very
successful.
I would like to challenge everyone to
take a look at what you do for yourself
daily, weekly and monthly. If there is
room for improvement, please make
those changes. If you currently do not
take any time for yourself, get to it
ASAP. Start with 30 minutes a day. Who
knows? That 30 minutes may grow into
hours and days.
Remember, when we are serving our
clients, customers and communities, we
have a commitment to also take care of
ourselves. ~

PROCLAIM YOUR STATUS WITH “I AM ONE”
All SVAR REALTORS® have access to fantastic marketing materials from the “I am one®” campaign!
Just go to svarealtors.com and use your Member Login to download free printables, or stop by the
SVAR office to pick up some stickers. Let the world know you’re more than just an agent, you’re a
REALTOR® - and proud to be one! – Victoria Hecht, SVAR Communications and PR Specialist
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LONG & FOSTER’S TRI-CITIES SOUTHPARK OFFICE
HOSTS COMMUNITY SERVICE DAY
Thousands of real estate agents and employees with Long & Foster
Real Estate, including those at the Tri-Cities Southpark office
in Colonial Heights, rolled up their sleeves and took part in the
company’s 19th annual Community Service Day in June.
Long & Foster’s Community Service Day takes place at its over 220
locations throughout the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast, including its
headquarters in Chantilly, Virginia. The annual event provides an
opportunity for Long & Foster agents and staff to give back to their
communities through a variety of service projects, including food
drives, park clean-ups and more.
The Tri-Cities Southpark office chose to volunteer with Colonial
Heights Health Care and Rehabilitation Center on June 8. Agents
from the Tri-Cities Southpark office sponsored, conducted and
assisted residents with an afternoon of bingo. Forty to 50 residents
played over 50 games of bingo, making for a fun and exciting afternoon for all. In addition, the agents collected donations for
the Friends of Baylor Fund for one of their own agents, Jessica Lindsay, who has a child in need of medical assistance with a rare
condition not covered by insurance.
“Community Service Day is a vitally important component of Long & Foster and our corporate culture of giving,” said P. Wesley
Foster Jr., founder, chairman and CEO of The Long & Foster Companies. “Our Long & Foster family gains a tremendous sense
of personal satisfaction by contributing their time and effort to the local communities in which we live and work. At a time when
many charities and local organizations have a great need for assistance, we are honored to have the opportunity to help them.”
– Courtesy of Long & Foster

Warming to a cool tradition with a side of PokÉmon
I scream, you scream, we all scream for ICE CREAM! SVAR members bellied up to some old-fashioned fun in July during
the association’s annual Ice Cream Social. Members got their fill of assorted ice creams and toppings and then loaded up on
networking. The cherry on top? Pokémon Go enthusiasts found a Pokémon—an Eevee, to be exact—hiding out right there
in headquarters. (There was no confirmation on whether Eevee prefers chocolate, vanilla, or strawberry.) – Victoria Hecht,
Communications and PR Specialist
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Legal case study: Beware this “It could have
been me” situation
by Carmen Martin, ABR, CRS, CSP, GRI, SVAR Director

Since January 1 the Virginia Real
Estate Board (VREB) has revoked 21
salesperson licenses. That is a cold
splash of water for the licensee to which
it happens. So don’t get caught in the
undertow.
VREB’s regulations and Virginia real
estate laws make up the minimum
standards of practice to which we all
must comply. Keep up to date with their
requirements at dpor.virginia.gov/
boards/real-estate/.
For those approaching their license
renewal date, don’t forget the new
“Flood Instruction” course content
required for any renewals after January
2016 and that one of the Board’s newest
regulations allows for the carryover of
surplus continuing education hours
earned in the last six months of the
current two-year license term into the
next two-year license term. How great
is that? For more details on how the
process works, check out the Fall 2015
“VREB Speaking” newsletter at dpor.
virginia.gov.
In addition to the regulations and
laws of Virginia, holding us to an even
higher standard in many situations are
the Preamble, Articles and Standards
of Practice of the REALTOR® Code of
Ethics. Because the Code is integral to
our status as a REALTOR® and what
sets us apart from a “licensed agent”, the
National Association of REALTORS®
requires that we take a “Quadrennial
Ethics” refresher course every four years.
Still, every now and then, we experience
or hear of a REALTOR®’s action—or
inaction—that blows our mind. We
shake our head and say, “HOW is this
happening?” In some situations, it’s easy
to be flabbergasted. However, in others,
it’s possible to see how the “mistake” or
error could be made. We might even do

the same with no intention to harm or
deceive anyone.
In either situation, a grievance could
be brought forward by a member of
the public or another REALTOR® for a
“perceived” violation of the Code. In this
and future articles, I will include a legal

We shake our head
and say, “HOW is
this happening?”
case summary, provided by NAR, that
could cause a light bulb to ignite in your
mind and make you say, “That could
have been me!”
For instance, have you ever simply
advertised a property as a rental—or
for sale, having rental potential—all
because the seller said it was without
first checking with zoning to see if it
is a permitted use? You may be OK...
or not. So, please read on for this item
posted in July at realtor.org/legal-casesummaries/no-duty-to-verify-rentalpermit. Here it is printed in its entirety.
“No Duty to Verify Rental Permit”
Read the full decision at Ader v.
Guzman, 22 N.Y.S.3d 576 (N.Y. App.
Div. 2016)
A New York appellate court has
considered whether a tenant’s lawsuit
alleging that a leasing agent had
failed to verify that the owner had the
necessary rental permits was properly
dismissed by the trial court.
Joe Guzman (“Owner”) owned a
residential property in the Town of
Southampton, NY. The Owner hired
a brokerage firm (“Brokerage”) to
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represent him in the leasing of his
property for the summer season.
Shortly thereafter, Julie Ader (“Tenant”)
entered into an agreement to lease the
property for $180,000, with the lease
beginning on May 21st and ending
on September 5th. When the Tenant
began her lease term, she learned
that the Owner had not obtained the
proper rental permits. The Tenant filed
a lawsuit against the Owner and the
Brokerage. The Tenant’s allegations
against the Brokerage claimed that
the Brokerage had negligently listed
the property as available for rent even
though it lacked the necessary permits
and also asserted that the Brokerage
had violated a statutory duty to treat
all tenants fairly. Additionally, the
Tenant claimed that the Brokerage had
acted as her agent and so owed her a
fiduciary duty. The trial court dismissed
the Tenant’s lawsuit and the Tenant
appealed.
The Supreme Court of New York,
Appellate Division, affirmed the trial
court. The court first examined whether
the Brokerage had a duty to assure
that the property had the proper rental
permit. In New York, the doctrine of
caveat emptor applies and so neither
the owner nor its representative have
a duty to disclose any information
about a property when the transaction
occurs at arm’s length, unless active
concealment can be shown by the
owner or its representatives. Since
there were no allegations that the
Brokerage attempted to conceal the lack
of permit, the doctrine of caveat emptor
barred the Tenant’s claims and so the
court affirmed the dismissal of these
allegations.
Next, the court considered the
allegations that the Brokerage owed
the Tenant a fiduciary duty. At closing,
(continued on next page...)

(Case study, continued from previous page...)

both the Owner and the Tenant had
executed a state disclosure form where
the Tenant acknowledged that the
Brokerage represented the Owner. Since
the Tenant had acknowledged that the
Brokerage was not her representative,
the court affirmed the dismissal of
the allegation that the Brokerage
represented the Tenant and so owed her
a fiduciary duty.
Ader v. Guzman, 22 N.Y.S.3d 576 (N.Y.
App. Div. 2016).
Editor’s Note: Following the decision,

the New York Department of State
received a letter entitled “Broker’s
Duty to Disclose”, seeking clarification
about the decision. In its responses,
the Department clarified that the
court rulings in the Guzman case were
narrow and should not be interpreted
as holding that licensees have no duty
to ascertain the legal status of rental
property. The Guzman court had only
considered the duties owed under
the state’s property law; however,
in McDermott v. Related Assets,
LLC, another court had found that
a real estate broker was negligent

in exercising due diligence when the
broker had identified the property as
being connected to the sewer system
in the MLS when it was in fact not
connected, and the other court rejected
the seller’s caveat emptor arguments.
Another appellate court has also stated
that a broker should have a “working
knowledge of the property’s legal
status.” Therefore, the Department
concluded that licensees should not
conclude that they have no duty to know
the legal status of a property listed with
them. Read the letter from the New York
Department of State. (PDF: 132 KB) ~

SVAR CALENDAR OF EVENTS
*These dates are confirmed as of press time but may be subject to change. See more and register at SVARealtors.com/calendar.html

September 21
RPN Breakfast at Golden
Corral, Colonial Heights
8:00 – 9:00pm
September 22
RPN Committee Meeting
9:00 – 10:00am

October 19
New Member Orientation
9:00am – 1:00pm

November 17
RPN Committee Meeting
9:00 – 10:00am

December 14
Quadrennial Ethics
10:00am – 1:00pm

October 20
RPN Committee Meeting
9:00 – 10:00am

December 1
Education Committee
Meeting
10:00 – 11:00am

December 15
RPN Committee Meeting
9:00 – 10:00am

September 29
REALTOR® Safety Day
11:00am – 1:30pm

November 3
Education Committee
Meeting
10:00 – 11:00am

October 1
Education Committee
Meeting
10:00 – 11:00am

November 16
RPN Breakfast at Golden
Corral, Colonial Heights
8:00 – 9:00pm

December 7
New Member Orientation
9:00am – 1:00pm

(Offices closed December 23
through December 26, and
January 2)

December 8
SVAR Holiday Party
4:00 – 6:00pm

October 12
Education Day/Membership
Meeting & Elections
8:00am – 5:00pm
October 13
CVRMLS Matrix Training
9:00 – 11:30am
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Tourney players tee up for charity
SVAR couldn’t have asked for a prettier day for its first “We Make It Better Together” Charity Golf Tournament. Held June 13 at
Dogwood Trace Golf Course in Petersburg, the event drew teams eager to compete on the links while helping two great charities:
Homes for Our Troops and Rebuilding Together Richmond. From the putting contest to hole-in-one proctors, SVAR members
volunteered to make the inaugural outing a memorable one for all. Homes for Our Troops will receive $2,500 in proceeds,
while Rebuilding Together Richmond will receive $500, for the efforts. Flight winners and door prizes abounded, and players
and volunteers alike gathered to celebrate the event with an awards ceremony and barbecue dinner. Thank you to the event
committee, led by Ken Pritchett, and the volunteers for all of their work to make it a success, and to sponsors Presidential Group,
Old Dominion Title & Escrow, Napier Realtors ERA, 1st Choice Realty, Old Republic Title, Ken Pritchett, Appomattox Title,
American Home Shield, Virginia Commonwealth Bank and TowneBank Mortgage, and hole-in-one sponsor Heritage Chevrolet.
Lots of fun, fantastic food and great prizes - now that’s a win-win! – Victoria Hecht, SVAR Communications and PR Specialist
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SVAR Member Spotlight: Bruce Schwalm
by Steve Overgard, SVAR President-Elect

There is a framed picture of The Last
Supper hanging in Bruce Schwalm’s
Petersburg dining room. At first glance
it does not appear unlike any of the
millions of similar pictures hanging in
Christian homes worldwide. But a closer
looks reveals this one is remarkably
different.
It is intricate and delicate and, at the
same time, sturdy and substantial.
Instead of paint and canvas, this picture
is constructed of thousands upon
thousands of geometric pieces and
scores of assorted woods. Each piece,
however small, was expertly shaped and
inlaid into the final art piece.
Bruce laughs when he explains that the
German craftsman made these “ten at a
time, but it took them months to finish.”
The longtime real estate agent has
always been about taking on life’s
opportunities and never being afraid of
hard work (and then a little more hard
work). He pulled two stints in the U.S.
Army. During that turbulent time in our
history, it would have been easy to pass
on the second stint and, in Bruce’s case,
even the first one.
In 1943, most of the able-bodied males
were being drafted into armed services
in support of World War II. Bruce and
his brother were exempt from service
because they were farmers, and farmers
were vital to the war effort. The easy
thing for Bruce and his brother would
have been to stay on the family farm and
work with the cows and crops. Instead,
Bruce signed up in an attempt to get into
the U.S. Army horse cavalry.
His ideas of military service,
unfortunately, did not mesh with Uncle
Sam’s, and he was instead brought into
the Quartermaster Corps. Bruce can
share hours of storytelling of his time

in New Guinea and the Philippines. He
quips, “The Philippines are even hotter
than Petersburg in the summer.” His
corps was responsible for preparations

Bruce has been
in the real estate
business so long
that he has sold
the same house
five times over,
“each time for
more than the
last,” he says.

Some describe this era as “feast or
famine, without the feast.” It was
always too wet or too cold, or a new
disease would erase years of labor.
Once everything was back to decent
production, the prices would drop and
the harvest was worth only pennies
when dollars were earned through
struggle and sweat.
On a mild day in 1947 Bruce was 3,956
miles away from home, standing in line
at a movie theater in West Frankfurt.
He had re-joined the Army in an effort
to help his family financially keep the
family farm going and was pulling a tour
of duty in Germany guarding a prison
and doing supply work. An ocean and
half a continent away, he may have been
thinking of his family that afternoon as
he shyly glanced at a very sweet gal who
later introduced herself as Hildegard.
She pronounced her name with the
heaviest German accept he had ever
heard. Bruce was smitten and, at that
moment, his life changed forever, and a
new compass heading was set.
Hildegard’s life mosaic is also an
amazing work because she has escaped
from the Russians in East Germany
before the wall was constructed. She
made it to West Germany before the
borders were secured and locked down.
Sadly, her sisters were not as fortunate.

of the ground invasion of Japan, which
became unnecessary after the second
atomic bomb was deployed.
After the war ended, Bruce went
back to his roots and the family dairy
farm in Valley View, Pennsylvania.
Economically, farming was a tough gig in
the mid-1940s. Farmers struggled with
unpredictable prices, a tight labor pool
and very little help from the government.
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Two years before Bruce’s second
enlistment ended, he studied and earned
his real estate license in 1964. His Army
buddies thought it was a little strange,
but Bruce insisted that he was preparing
for the future and just ignored their
friendly teasing. As a new husband he
did not want his bride to suffer through
the financial hardships that he had
endured when he left the Army the first
time. He theorized that if he put in a
(continued on next page...)

(Bruce Schwalm, continued from previous page...)

little extra effort now, he would be better
off in the long run.
So, while his buddies were swilling dark
beer, Bruce studied. Then he studied
some more.
Bruce remembers this date and time as
if etched in granite. He retired from the
Army on June 30, 1966: “It was 10 a.m.,
and by 1 p.m. on the same day, I was at
work in the real estate office.”
He had the ambition and work ethic but
lacked confidence, so he enrolled in the
Dale Carnegie sales course. That did
the trick. His career was on a trajectory.
After working for four different firms,
Bruce started his own company in 1968.
In 1972, he had two agents working
with him. They closed on 23 houses that
June. Bruce thinks of that era when he
helped a lot of people instead of making
a pile of cash. Twenty-three houses back
then was a big deal because there was
no MLS, no lock boxes, and email and
texting hadn’t been invented yet.
Bruce has been in the real estate
business so long that he has sold the
same house five times over, “each time
for more than the last,” he says. He likes
the idea of helping people buy a nice
home and see it go up in value to the
benefit of the owner. Bruce estimates
that he has helped thousands of people
buy houses but is unsure if records have
been kept that far back. Who’s counting?
Those that know Bruce know he is not a
hard-core, arm-twisting, always-closing
salesman. At his core is just a real nice
man. He cares. He goes out of his way.
He goes the extra mile or 20. When
asked about his single most favorite
transaction, he cannot recall just one in
particular.
But if the subject matter shifts he can
recall, with encyclopedic memory worthy
of its own reality show, an accurate
detail and nuance about people that
he has helped with real estate. He can

pull details like how much his clients’
payments were in 1971, and we are
talking dollars and cents, exactly. He can
serve up exact list and sold prices for the
Jones house from May 11, 1976.
One of his favorite stories centers
around when one of his clients, a
foreigner, came to live with him and
his wife for three weeks because her
new house wasn’t ready, and Bruce and
Hildegard didn’t want her to spend
all that money on a hotel. At the time
it didn’t seem like such a big thing,
because that’s what good neighbors and
friends do.
The siren song of the Cadillac dealership
lured him in. He did not intend to buy
anything that day, and perhaps he was
just wanting to become motivated or
inspired or just “look.” (We all know how
that goes.) There was this medium-blue,
full-size ’72 model on the floor.
“Beautiful, just beautiful,” Bruce says.
“The salesmen started writing down
figures on a piece of paper and kept
rushing back to the manager.”
Bruce sat behind the wheel and closed
the heavy door with the signature
Cadillac solid thud. The sounds of the
outside world were muted, and he was
sitting in silence. The smell of that new
car was a sensory juggernaut, and when
the skinny salesman came back with
easy monthly payments approved, Bruce
succumbed to the moment and signed
his name.

under the carport at the Schwalms’
house. It is not a rusted hulk of big
Detroit iron. For its age it is in terrific
condition – a little faded, but no dents,
and it still runs perfectly. This is the
kind of car that drives collectors right
into a maniacal froth. Bruce drives a
more modest car now to show property
and get listings signed. He has no
intention of selling the Caddy and drives
it occasionally. He wants to keep it for a
few more years.
At the end of the interview, Bruce came
back to The Last Supper picture and
started pointing out the different types
of wood that were used, his memory
and knowledge razor sharp. He darted
from war story, to life on the dairy farm,
to how he met his bride of 68 years. He
talked of the struggles and triumphs as a
real estate agent.
Bruce and the picture are very similar.
His life and life’s work are represented
by the uncountable, yet perfectly
crafted, slivers of veneer in his art. On
a casual basis, he is not untypical of
the working-class gentleman American
that he is. But, if one looks closer, one
sees something far more detailed and
intricate.
Nothing about this REALTOR® is
typical. ~

Today, Bruce (in his good-humored
way) laughs at some of life’s missteps.
He describes himself as a 91-year-old
goat. He wants to keep at this real estate
business until he gets it right. He still
works full time in real estate. (Well,
Bruce, you got the “getting it right” part
nailed down about 45 years ago. But
don’t stop being you. There is no need to
rush off into a fourth career.)
There is a medium-blue ’72 Cadillac
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10 local REALTORS® inducted into
VAR Honor Society
by Victoria Hecht, Communications and PR Specialist

Ten members of the Southside Virginia
Association of REALTORS® (SVAR)
have been inducted into the Virginia
Association of REALTORS® Honor
Society for 2015-2016.
The local inductees are (pictured from
left to right):
• Kathie Braswell with 1st Choice
Realty Group, Colonial Heights;
• Don Carnesi with RE/MAX
Signature, Mechanicsville;
• George Grundy with George
Grundy & Associates Realty,
Petersburg, and 2016 SVAR
Professional Standards Committee
chair;
• Ron Hardy with 1st Choice Realty
Group, Colonial Heights, and 2016
SVAR president;
• Carmen Martin with the Ford
Agency, Hopewell, and 2016 SVAR
Board of Directors member;

• Steve Overgard with RE/MAX
Commonwealth and 2016 SVAR
president -elect;
• David Patsel with Napier
REALTORS® ERA, Colonial
Heights, and SVAR immediate
past-president;
• Mack Strickland with Strickland
Appraisal Service, Chester, and
2016 SVAR Appraisers Committee
chair;
• Mary Ann White with RE/MAX
Signature, Mechanicsville, and
2016 SVAR Legislative Committee
chair; and,
• Shanna Wiseman with Parr &
Abernathy, Hopewell, and 2016
SVAR RPAC Trustees chair.
This year, 93 of Virginia’s 30,000-plus
REALTORS® were inducted into the
VAR Honor Society. Among VAR’s 29
local associations, SVAR trailed only
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the Charlottesville Area Association of
REALTORS®’ dozen honorees.
Launched in 1990, the VAR Honor
Society encourages participation in
leadership and educational activities
at the local, state and national levels
of the REALTOR® organization, and
recognizes about 100 members statewide
annually for going above and beyond in
their leadership and involvement. Some
honorees have received five-, 10-, 15- or
20-year recognition pins for consistent
membership in the VAR Honor Society.
To qualify, an honoree must have a
minimum of 100 points total, 30 of
which must be state association activity
and attendance at any professional
standards class. Congrats, SVAR
honorees! ~

Hit a home-staging home run
Courtesy of HMS Home Warranty

You know that feeling when you’re in the
park and hear that crack when the ball
makes contact with the bat. You watch as
it soars higher and higher over the other
fans and your favorite player begins
rounding the bases.

Make use of mirrors - Mirrors add
the illusion of extra space in a room.
Put up a few extra strategically placed
mirrors around your home and they
will make the rooms appear larger. If
you don’t have a mirror or two hung up,

That’s sort of like the feeling you get
when you hit a home-staging home run.
When you’re selling your home you’ll
have to maintain a certain sense of
perfection. That means a home that is
always well-organized, clean, open and
all-around welcoming. For some people,
this can seem challenging, but anyone
can hit a home run if they know how to
do it.

It’s simple and
affordable to hit
your home staging
out of the park.

Here are home staging tips to make
hitting it out of the park easy and
affordable:
It’s nothing personal but... In a
staged home there should be minimal
personal items on display. Make family
photos and similar items some of the
first you pack away. Home buyers need
to be able to visualize their furnishings
and décor in the new space. Creating a
canvas of your space can help give them
this ability, and can get you one step
closer to closing.

you can always pick up an inexpensive
mirror or two at your local home
furnishing store or perhaps a local
consignment store. They don’t have to
last long, just until you close.
Sweep your surfaces - Counters and
tabletops should be as clear as possible.
Cluttered surfaces are a major turnoff
for buyers. Pack away everything to leave
your kitchen and bathroom countertops
in pristine condition. By keeping them
as clear as possible, you’ll open up the
room a bit and make it significantly
more appealing.

People love light - Lighting can
make all the difference in selling a
home, in terms of appearance at least.
Homeowners staging their properties
should keep most of the lights on at all
times, or at least as long as viewers are
stopping by. When photographing the
property for the listing and marketing
items, it’s especially important to ensure
that the home is well-lit.
A no-nonsense appeal - Neutrality
is the name of the home staging game.
It is important to make the property
appear appealing to anyone who walks
through the front door. Start by painting
the walls neutral tones. Crazy colors
may be fun while you’re living there,
but they may be too much for some
potential buyers. The home should be
as welcoming as a fine hotel, with all
the necessities for comfort without the
personal items that clutter the space.
It’s simple and affordable to hit your
home staging out of the park if you
follow the advice above. As long as
you keep rooms appealing, well-lit,
decluttered and clean, they should
keep potential buyers interested and
eventually lead to a purchase. That’s
ultimately how you know you hit a home
staging home run. ~
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ASSOCIATION TO ASSOCIATION:
Online vs. face-to-face learning
by Evie Hunt, 2016 President, Southwest Virginia Association of REALTORS®

In today’s world of technology, the
Internet provides the inquisitive learner
with a wealth of information that can
be easily accessed by a mere flick of
the fingers. Many individuals can now
obtain a certification, license or college
degree with little to no time spent inside
a traditional classroom.
There are many benefits recognized
when subscribing to online classes,
and this type of learning appears to be
gaining favorability, especially with the
technology savvy millennial generation.
In 2013, the University of Washington
released a provost report addressing
some of the key pros and cons of
online learning and highlighted several
valuable benefits. Flexibility ranked high
among these benefits as online classes
allow a student the ability to study at
their convenience and at their own
pace. An adjustable schedule provides
extra time to address various outside
responsibilities that may otherwise
have prevented a student from seeking
specialized or higher education.
Online classes also provide the student
the opportunity to pause, review, and/or
record information that may have been
missed in a classroom setting.
The report also acknowledged the cost
savings recognized when students are
not required to travel or pay for in-home
care for children or family members.
Cost savings are also passed along to the
schools and instructors as many online
classes allow for large or unlimited
numbers of students to participate while
also freeing up valuable classroom space.
Yet, with the unquestionable benefits
that online learning can provide, there is
still much to be said for traditional faceto-face interaction.

Meeting together in a classroom
environment enables students to more
easily converse with instructors and
with one another. Very often, much
information can be ascertained through
these group interactions that may have
been overlooked in the online classroom.

With the
unquestionable
benefits that
online learning
can provide, there
is still much to be
said for traditional
face-to-face
interaction.
Face-to-face learning also allows
students an opportunity to get to know
their fellow students on more than
a “name-only” basis and creates an
environment of social interaction with
their peers. This camaraderie and shared
experiences are often the basis for the
formation of many lifelong friendships.
Our real estate industry has not been
immune to this dilemma. As more
young people and part-time workers
are pursuing a career in real estate,
technology has often led them to seek
their PL and CE requirements through
online courses.
As with any student, flexibility is a
key reason many new agents prefer
to complete their real estate course
requirements via the Internet. However,
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this lack of face-to-face meetings may
have robbed them of the opportunity
to meet and network with their fellow,
more experienced REALTORS®. Veteran
agents can be a source of enormous
encouragement, information and
knowledge, the type of which may not
always be found in a textbook.
Also, a lack of interaction with fellow
REALTORS® often leaves the new
REALTOR® with little knowledge of the
existence of their local association and
the important role the association plays
in their individual success.
During a recent visit to Southwest
Virginia to speak to our community
REALTORS® and business leaders, Dr.
Lawrence Yun, chief economist for the
National Association of REALTORS®,
spoke to us about the concept of the
“Google Bump”.
Yun explained that Google intentionally
set up their lunch area in a traditional
cafeteria style with tables and chairs
sitting back to back. As workers sat down
and arose to leave their lunch tables,
their chair would often “bump” the
chair of a co-worker. The theory is that
this “accidental” meeting created subtly
forced conversation and interaction with
co-workers, which led to a more unified
work environment.
This concept appears to have merit
as, within our association, those
REALTORS® who attend membership
meetings and face-to-face classes on a
regular basis tend to be more involved
in service to the association. Face-toface interaction with other REALTORS®
creates professional friendships and also
provides the new REALTOR® with an
awareness of the function of their local
association and the role they can fulfill
(continued on next page...)

Have you read the Code of Ethics
lately?
by George Grundy, Professional Standards Committee Chair

As chair of the Professional Standards
Committee since 2005, I’m pleased
to report that SVAR has had only one
recorded violation of the Code of Ethics
within the past seven and a half years.
Be sure to regularly review the Code,
which may be found at realtor.org. Here
is the Preamble to get you started with
your review.
Preamble: Under all is the land.
Upon its wise utilization and widely
allocated ownership depend the
survival and growth of free institutions
and of our civilization. REALTORS®
should recognize that the interests of
the nation and its citizens require the
highest and best use of the land and the
widest distribution of land ownership.
They require the creation of adequate
housing, the building of functioning
cities, the development of productive
industries and farms, and the
preservation of a healthful environment
Such interests impose obligations
beyond those of ordinary commerce.
They impose grave social responsibility
and a patriotic duty to which
REALTORS® should dedicate
themselves, and for which they should
be diligent in preparing themselves.
REALTORS®, therefore, are zealous to
maintain and improve the standards of
their calling and share with their fellow

REALTORS® a common responsibility
for its integrity and honor.
In recognition and appreciation of their
obligations to clients, customers, the
public, and each other, REALTORS®
continuously strive to become and
remain informed on issues affecting
real estate and, as knowledgeable
professionals, they willingly share the
fruit of their experience and study with
others. They identify and take steps,
through enforcement of this Code of
Ethics and by assisting appropriate
regulatory bodies, to eliminate practices
which may damage the public or which
might discredit or bring dishonor to
the real estate profession. REALTORS®
having direct personal knowledge of
conduct that may violate the Code of
Ethics involving misappropriation of
client or customer funds or property,
willful discrimination, or fraud
resulting in substantial economic harm,
bring such matters to the attention of
the appropriate board or association of
REALTORS®.
Realizing that cooperation with other
real estate professionals promotes
the best interests of those who utilize
their services, REALTORS® urge
exclusive representation of clients;
do not attempt to gain any unfair
advantage over their competitors; and

they refrain from making unsolicited
comments about other practitioners. In
instances where their opinion is sought,
or where REALTORS® believe that
comment is necessary, their opinion
is offered in an objective, professional
manner, uninfluenced by any personal
motivation or potential advantage or
gain.
The term “REALTOR®” has come to
connote competency, fairness, and high
integrity resulting from adherence to a
lofty ideal of moral conduct in business
relations. No inducement of profit and
no instruction from clients ever can
justify departure from this ideal.
In the interpretation of this obligation,
REALTORS® can take no safer guide
than that which has been handed down
through the centuries, embodied in the
Golden Rule, ‘Whatsoever ye would that
others should do to you, do ye even so to
them.
Accepting this standard as their
own, REALTORS® pledge to observe
its spirit in all of their activities,
whether conducted personally,
through associates or others, or via
technological means and to conduct
their business in accordance with the
tenets set forth below.
(Amended 1/07) ~

(Association to association, continued from previous page...)

in assuring the viability of a successful
organization.
While no one can argue the benefit and
convenience of online learning, it is
also important for new REALTORS®
to experience the value of face-to-face
learning as well.

A combination of these two types of
learning should serve to create a healthy
and flexible educational experience that
will be of great benefit to the success and
longevity of their real estate career. ~

Association to Association is a new
feature that will offer insight into other
local REALTOR® associations around
the state and explore topics relevant to
the real estate industry.
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SVAR MEMBERSHIP AT A GLANCE
Data Current as of September 2, 2016

Member Count
Members 469
Secondary 22

Affiliate Members

Emeritus
Affiliates

17
37

New REALTOR® Members
Lori Diane Fields
			
Cory Hale			
David Knickerbocker			
Theoria Nixon			
Cordell Vincent Preciado			
Heather Sullivan			
David Tucker			
Nelda Richardson			
Jessica Johnson			
Joan Dorsey			
Stacey Nazar			
Kelly Chaney			

Bradley Real Estate
Front Door Realty
The Mueller Group LLC
New Generation Realty Inc.
H.L. Henshaw Realty Inc.
Prince George Realty Inc.
Long and Foster Real Estate
Hylton & Company
Front Door Realty Group
Jefferson Properties
Century 21 Colonial Realty
Mossy Oak Properties

At Virginia Commonwealth Bank, our accounts are designed to
be flexible and comprehensive to support you as you grow your
business. We offer a variety of options for your business needs.







No or low maintenance fee checking options
High and Low transaction volume options,
Free Online Banking with Bill Payment
Commercial Real Estate Loans
Commercial Loans
Capital Improvements

3209 Boulevard
Colonial Heights, VA 23834
804-526-1553
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2-10 Hombuyers Warranty
All-N-1 Services
American Home Shield
Appomattox Title Company, Inc.
Atkinson Insurance Agency*
Bank of McKenney
Burley Langford Home Inspections
C&F Mortgage
Capital One Bank Home Loans*
Central Virginia Regional MLS*
Colonial Farm Credit
Day Title
Edward Jones
Electrical Installation and Repair Inc.*
EVB Mortgage
First American Homebuyers Protection
First Heritage Mortgage
Gregory & Associates
Hayes Inspection Services
Heritage Chevrolet & Trucktown
HMS Home Warranty
Home Warranty of America
J.G. Wentworth Home Lending Inc.*
Monarch Mortgage
Movement Mortgage
Mutual of Omaha
Old Dominion Title & Escrow
Old Republic Home Protection
Presidential Mortgage
The Real Estate Book
Royal Pest Control
Tidewater Mortgage Services Inc.*
Top Gun Services
TowneBank Mortgage
Virginia Commonwealth Bank
Virginia Housing Development Authority
Wells Fargo Home Mortgage
*denotes new member

Earning your business through

Excellence in Service

Settlement & Title Services
We stand firm in the belief that when you
work with us you become a member of
a professional team. We look forward to
helping you with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Residential Title Insurance
Commercial Title Insurance
Settlement and Closing Services
New Construction Closings
Refinance Closings
Short Sale Transactions
REO Sales
HUD Closings
Investor Clients
Seller Representation

Learn more at www.odtco.com

Contact us today!
Heather D. Rose, Settlement Agent
Heather.Rose@odtco.com
Vickie Wolfe, Underwriter
Vickie.Wolfe@odtco.com
2425 Boulevard, Suite 5, Colonial Heights, VA 23834
804-526-8000 Office
804-781-4992 eFax –Closings
804–526-2000 Office Fax
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Southside Virginia Association of REALTORS®
114 Maple Grove Avenue, Colonial Heights, VA 23834
(804) 520-4496
www.svarealtors.com

03/31/2017

03/31/2017

03/31/2017

03/31/2017

Monday - Friday 8:00am - 8:00pm
Saturday 8:00am - 6:00pm
Last Sunday of the Month
Noon - 5:00pm

